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Patents.

SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.

The names in italics within parentheses are those of Communicators of Inventions.

Where Complete Specification accompanies Application, astrisk is suffixed.

1885.

10,773. TRUMAN. Treating hemp, flax, etc. 4d. 20,021. COSTRAY. Knitting frames. 5d.

1890.

1,250. WHITWORTH. Revolving flat cabling engines. 8d.

1894.

1,364. EDWARDS (G. Joseph's). Fleece dividing machinery. 6d.

1,570. IMPAY (Société Anon. des Matières Colonnees et de diverses autres). Making non-adhesive cards.

1,595. MAITEN, W. & T. LOOMS. 6d.

1,602. IMPAY (Fournier, Maiten, Martin, and Bourdier). Colouring matters. 4d.

1,516. LINCOLN, T. Cooper and others. Cardigan jackets, etc. 6d.

1,521. FOX and WADE. Printers. 6d.

2,490. LAKE (Oliver). Cotton dye-stuff. 6d.

16,427. BUTTERWORTH, J. G. and F. CLIFF. Straightening frames, etc., machines. 6d.

16,957. NICHOLSON and HALL. Double-throwing and silk-throwing, etc. 6d.


17,069. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,089. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,180. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,189. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,199. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,227. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,257. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,277. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,297. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.


17,317. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,337. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,357. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,367. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,387. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,397. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,407. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,417. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,427. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,437. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,447. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.

17,457. WOOD. Guide-cables for spinning frames.
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